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Prepare For The Biggest Bull Run In Crypto EVER.

I made some charts explaining the long term trend of #Ethereum and how identical

it is to the early #Bitcoin cycles.

It's very obvious what's happening and has been in the charts for months.

I call this pattern the, "4 Year Bowl."

New years are a time of market shifts both bullish and bearish. Each cycle goes through 4 years of this rounded

accumulation pattern. After year 4 we start 1 year of parabolic rise.

When you take a look at the same principle with the last #Bitcoin cycle you get almost the exact same outcome. Only 

difference is Bitcoin usually tops at the first of December and not January. 
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The 4 Year Bowl is identical with Ethereum and Bitcoin

When you lay them side by side you get a pretty insane correlation. The fact $ETH accumulated for 2 years at that range

low makes me feel as if the parabolic rise will happen faster than everyone thought.

Look how identical it is to the last $BTC cycle. Who could argue against?

S/O to @BobLoukas for teaching me how cycles work. I was one of the first members on @BitcoinLive1 and Bob was the 

only person I listened to. True Legend. 

 

So... How does "4 Year Cycle Theory" work?
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Measure from peak low to peak low. Each cycle equals 4 years in distance.

We can see that 2015 was the cycle low in Bitcoins last cycle. Measure 4 years in advance and that takes us to almost the

exact cycle bottom at $3,200.

You can take the same principle and apply it to peak high to peak high as well. It also equals almost exactly 4 years time.

4 Year Cycle Theory can also be used to map out the top of the next cycle. 

 

From peak low to peak low 4 years comes out to January 2023 being the bottom



 

Peak high to peak high comes out to a cycle top the beginning of 2022.

Apply the same rules to the current #Ethereum cycle and you get something like this...

I have been talking about a $20k $ETH for months now and that's more than reasonable. In fact, we could even overshoot

this.

90% of #Crypto NEEDS Ethereum. It's the digital oil of Crypto.



So, now you guys understand my thoughts on why this will be the biggest bull run in #Crypto History. Institutions, on ramps,

DeFi, and retail like we have never seen before. Combine that with mass inflation and you get a true explosion. Are you

ready?

YouTube video will be out covering this analysis in about an hour or so! For the people that want me to break it down in an

easy to understand way. This is one you don't want to miss out on :)
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